New York Times Tries Treason Again
September 21, 2018—Friday afternoon, the New
York Times once again took up the coup against
Donald Trump, not as a news matter, but as a witting psychological warfare instrument for those
bent on trying to illegally remove this President
from office. They report, with great fervor, that
shortly after FBI Director James Comey was fired
by Trump, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein discussed using the 25th Amendment to remove the President from office, and himself wearing a wire to record the President at the White
House. Rosenstein is supervising the Mueller Special Counsel investigation of the President. Rosenstein has heatedly denied the Times story.
This leak occurs in a context where the coup
itself is unraveling. The President ordered the declassification of foundational documents in the
coup itself on Monday, September 17, including
tweets from Robert Mueller’s central witness, Jim
Comey. According to press accounts, “our allies”
called to complain, most certainly the British and
the Australians who instigated this coup together
with Barack Obama and John Brennan. In addition,
the so-called gang of eight Senators and Congressmen who get briefed by the intelligence community had their knickers in a full knot. On Friday,
shortly before the Times story broke, the President
delayed release of the documents, placing their release in the hands of Justice Department Inspector
General Michael Horowitz, while insisting that the
documents be reviewed and released in an expedited fashion. He also reserved the right to move
forward himself if the matter was not handled with
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expedition. This was a sound move by Trump and
the documents will be released. Also this week,
Mueller’s first victim, former Trump Campaign
volunteer George Papadopoulos began press appearances detailing how he was set up by the British and the CIA in the evidence fabrication phase of
the Russiagate investigation, during the Spring of
2016. There is a sitting grand jury in Washington
D.C. hearing evidence concerning fired FBI Deputy
Director Andrew McCabe. According to various
sources, that grand jury is also hearing evidence
about criminal abuses of the FISA court process
and media leaks.
The press reporting to date on the story points
to Andrew McCabe or Robert Mueller as the source
of the leak to the New York Times. McCabe’s memos are reportedly the source of the story and he
has provided those to Mueller. There is no doubt
that Rosenstein has been a corrupt force throughout the ongoing coup against the President. The
question, which allies of the President should be
asking, however, is why is this occurring now? In
this strategic context? From the grey lady ragsheet
that is the chief propaganda arm of the coup? The
President should demand that the Inspector General Horowitz immediately obtain and review the
McCabe memos and interview everyone involved
in the referenced in the Times and any follow-on
meetings under oath, as well as investigating the
source of the leak to the New York Times, providing
him an immediate report for his consideration by
early next week.
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